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ABSTRACT
One-dimensional nanostructures have several attractive material properties compared to their bulk
counterparts and have found applications in many novel devices. They have especially shown
promise in the fields of renewable energy generation and environmental monitoring by improving
solar cells and gas sensors. However difficulties in large scale manufacturing of these
nanostructures have prevented most of these devices from entering the marketplace.
Electrospinning is a simple, versatile and scalable technique to fabricate one-dimensional
nanostructures in the form of nanofibers. It has recently been successfully used to produce
semiconducting metal oxide nanofibers which have been used in chemiresistive gas sensors and
dye-sensitized solar cells. Electrospun gas sensors and solar cells have already been shown to
perform better than many of its competitors in a very short period of time. This coupled with low
manufacturing costs and well protected intellectual property makes electrospinning a good
candidate to bring the advantages of one-dimensional nanostructures into the marketplace.
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Department of Materials Science and Engineering
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1. Introduction
Over the past few decades, scientists and engineers have been able to create and manipulate
materials down to the nanometer dimension ushering in an era of nanotechnology. This has
resulted in fabrication of structures and devices that behave differently compared to their larger
counterparts enabling them to have more desirable properties. Semiconducting nanostructures in
particular hold great appeal due to their superior chemical and electronic properties compared to
the more common bulk semiconductors. Among the various semiconducting nanostructures
fabricated are one-dimensional (1-D) structures such as nanowires, nanofibers, nanobelts and
nanotubes which have found applications in many areas in recent years. Two such areas of
increasing importance are environmental monitoring and alternative energy generation.
Gas sensors play an important role in controlling polluting emissions from vehicles and
industries. They are also used extensively to monitor ambient air quality in homes and offices for
the safety of its occupants. While conventional technology meets most gas sensing needs today, it
comes with several compromises on price, lifetime and reliability. The unique properties of
nanostructured materials can be exploited to improve performance of gas sensors to exceptional
levels greatly increasing their applicability. The situation in alternative energy generation is very
different from that in gas sensing but one where nanotechnology still has a huge role to play.
Rising energy prices and the degrading environment have shown that current power generation
means are not sustainable. Solar energy though free and limitless remains largely untapped due to
the high costs of harnessing it with conventional technology compared to burning fossil fuels.
Nanostructure based solar cells on the other hand are starting to show that solar energy can be
affordable and maybe even competitive with coal generated electricity. Both the gas sensing
industry and the solar cell markets make excellent testing grounds for 1-D nanostructure based
devices due to a strong demand for products that perform better than what currently exists.
This report will analyze the feasibility of fabricating and commercializing a metal oxide
semiconducting nanofiber based gas sensor and semiconducting nanofiber based dye-sensitized
solar cell using a technique called electrospinning. Electrospinning is a simple yet revolutionary
technique to produce semiconducting nanofibers in a non-vacuum environment and thus not
requiring a clean room, making it very attractive as a low cost process. The strengths and
weaknesses of electrospun sensors and solar cells relative to current technology have been
assessed to provide an indication of commercial success. While the intellectual property related to
both devices are protected by patents, threats and opportunities in related patents are looked at to
understand the long term security of any investment made. Niche applications best suited to the
strengths of the devices have been selected and estimates of market demand in each area look
very promising. Despite a few initial technological challenges, cost models show that
electrospinning is a well suited technology for the profitable manufacture of gas sensors and dye-
sensitized solar cells.
2. Incumbent Technology and Competition
For any new product to be successful it must provide more value to the customer than what
currently exists. In order to understand the feasibility of the electrospun gas sensor and the
electrospun solar cell, we start out by examining the products which currently exist and their
shortcomings.
2.1 Gas Sensors
Gas sensors have been around for many decades and have been indispensable in many industries
such as mining, metals, and pharmaceuticals. Gas sensors are also used in every automobile
manufactured in the world today. Some important figures of merit of gas sensors are as follows -
a) Sensitivity
This is the minimum concentration of gas that can be reliably detected at the operating
temperature. The level of sensitivity required is highly application dependant. Detection
of explosives and toxic gases could require ppb-ppm sensitivity, whereas oxygen sensing
in automobiles and industrial processes might need to report on higher gas
concentrations.
b) Selectivity
Gas sensors need be only responsive to targeted gas species. When several gases initiate
similar reactions in a sensor, this results in poor selectivity. Manufacturers quantify
selectivity by listing sensitivity to expected interfering gases.
c) Power consumption
Gas sensors that use heating elements, light sources or require post-processing of signals
tend to consume power making them less desirable in portable applications.
d) Reaction time
The time taken by a sensor to register an accurate reading is known as the reaction time.
Applications such as automobile sensors need short reaction times in order to be able to
operate in phase with the engine operation, whereas safety detectors can exhibit longer
reaction times given slower human response.
e) Lifetime
Many types of sensors fail over time due to degradation in the sensing material or
calibration drift and need to be periodically replaced or recalibrated. This not only affects
reliability but also increases the operating cost of the sensor.
2.1.1 Electrochemical Gas Sensors
Electrochemical sensors are classified as potentiometric or amperometric depending on whether
the output of the sensor is a potential or current. The lambda point probe is a potentiometric
oxygen sensor used to monitor exhaust gas in automobiles. It uses porous platinum as its
electrodes and yttria-stabilized-zirconia (YSZ) as its electrolyte. YSZ is an oxygen ion conductor
and in the event of oxygen partial pressure difference between the exhaust and an isolated oxygen
gas reference an electrochemical potential difference develops across the two electrodes
proportional to the log ratio of the oxygen partial pressures in the two regions. These sensors
operate at high temperatures and in a harsh environment and thus material degradation is
accelerated and the lifetime is reduced to a few years.
Fig.2.1 Lambda point sensor cross-section 1
In an amperometric sensor, incoming gas is either oxidized or reduced at a sensing electrode
generating ions and electrons. A counter reaction occurs at a second electrode and an ion
conducting electrolyte transports ions between electrodes. The electrons flow via an external
circuit and this current is measured as the signal and is linearly proportional to the gas
concentration. Platinum is a common electrode material and both liquid (sulfuric acid) and solid
(YSZ) electrolytes are utilized is such cells depending on the operating temperature. Some types
of amperometric sensors consume their electrode material over time and thus need to be replaced
every 2 to 4 years. Electrochemical sensors are very popular due to their high sensitivity and low
cost and would be a tough competitor to new entrants in gas sensing.
2.1.2 Infrared Gas Sensor
Infrared gas sensors exploit the fact that gas molecules have a unique infrared absorption
spectrum due to certain frequencies being selectively absorbed by the gas molecule at
characteristic resonant vibrational modes. By choosing an infrared light source at this frequency,
the gas molecule is excited and the corresponding temperature increase may be detected by a
thermocouple or pyroelectric detector 2. To improve sensitivity, the path length of light through
the gas sample can be increased by multiple reflections using mirrors. More advanced detectors
can sweep the light source frequency and obtain the exact gas absorption spectrum using a
photodetector which is then matched to a database 3
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic of an infrared gas sensor
Infrared sensors are sensitive to moisture, temperature and pressure variations as they affect the
absorption spectrum. With the use of temperature, humidity or pressure sensors, compensating
circuits can be constructed that calibrate the sensor periodically at increased costs. Infrared
sensors are usually expensive due to high component costs but offer improved selectivity in
detecting combustible and organic gases.
2.1.3 Chemiluminescent Gas Analyzers
Chemiluminescent gas analyzers can be used to detect parts-per-billion (ppb) amounts of NOx
gases in the ambient and are popular in monitoring smoke stack emissions to ensure adherence to
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) emission regulations4 . NO is made to react with ozone
to form an excited NO2 molecule that emits photons in the near infrared spectrum upon
relaxation, depicted by the following equation.
NO + 0 3 - NO2 + 0 2 + h v (0.6wn - 3pnm)
With excess ozone, the light emission is limited by the NO concentration. To measure NO 2
concentration, the gas must first be oxidized to NO either by heating or in the presence of a
catalyst. The emitted photons are detected using solid state detectors and multipliers and provide
an excellent linear and selective way of measuring NO2 and NO concentration .
Chemiluminescent analyzers are, however, expensive, bulky and need frequent servicing to
ensure reliable operation.
2.1.4 Semiconducting Metal-oxide Gas Sensors
Semiconducting gas sensors have traditionally been assembled utilizing thick films of
semiconducting metal oxides such as SnO2, WO3 and TiO 2 deposited over a substrate. These
metal oxides are usually n-type as they lose oxygen from the crystal lattice into air and leave
behind oxygen vacancies and electrons. If the atmosphere is oxidizing, these materials might
behave as p-type semiconductors due to incorporation of oxygen atoms into the lattice from the
air, forming metal vacancies and holes. When a target gas molecule adsorbs on the semiconductor
surface it causes either a depletion or addition of electrons resulting in a change in resistance.
This change is related to the concentration of gas in the environment. Semiconducting metal
oxide sensors need to be operated at elevated temperatures (3000C - 800'C) to improve
adsorption kinetics, and thus need an integrated heating element which commonly consumes the
majority of the power.
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Fig. 2.3 Band diagram of a n-type bulk semiconductor (a) No exposure (b) adsorbing an
oxidizing gas, (c) adsorbing a reducing gas
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Oxidizing (electronegative) gases such as 02, NO2 and C12 adsorb onto the surface of the
semiconductor and form ions by attracting electrons towards it and this creates an electron
deficient layer near the surface. The effect of electron depletion is an upward band bending near
the surface with a typical thickness of about 30 nm known as the Debye length6, labeled xd in
Fig. 2.4. The electrons attracted by the adsorbed gas ion are localized and bound and cannot flow
as current, lowering the number of free electrons in the material and thus the resistivity of the
material is increased. Similarly reducing gases (electropositive) such as CO, CH4 and H2 result in
a decrease in resistivity in n-type semiconductors and are characterized by a downward band
bending.
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Fig. 2.4 (a) Gas adsorbed on a bulk semiconductor (b) gas adsorbed on a nanostructured
semiconductor lowers the Fermi level. xd refers to the Debye length
This method of gas sensing, although inexpensive, suffers from low sensitivity because only the
surface of the semiconductor comes in contact with the gas and the bulk of the semiconductor
sees no change in electron concentration. Researchers improved upon this design by using a thin-
film version of the sensor by depositing semiconducting materials with nanometer range
thicknesses. Thus with a large surface-area to volume ratio, a significant fraction of material can
now interact with the gas. Secondly, in nanostructured particles, adsorbed gases can deplete
carriers throughout the particle if its size is of the order of the debye length (Fig. 2.4b). This
allows gas molecules to have a much stronger influence over the conductivity of the
semiconductor, nearly equivalent to switching its conductivity on and off 6. Due to their low cost,
semiconducting metal oxide sensors are sold in large volumes for toxic gas detection (VOCs and
CO) in homes and offices. Special catalysts or arrays of semiconducting oxide sensors, with
different materials, are often integrated together to improve selectivity. Electrochemical sensors
are, however, still preferred over semiconductor sensors in industrial applications because of their
better selectivity and lower power consumption.
4+ .'j++
Table 2.1 Comparison of Gas Sensing Technologies 3,5,6,7,8
Electrochemical
Infrared
Chemiluminescence
Bulk
Semiconducting
metal oxides
Nanostructured
semiconducting
metal oxides
1 ppm -
100%
0- 100%
1 ppb
10 ppm
1 ppm
Moderate
High
High
Poor
Poor
Low
High
Very
High
Low
Low
1 - 3 years
10 years
2 - 4 years
10 years
<10 years
Material
degradation
High cost,
complicated
Limited
application
Poor sensitivity
and selectivity
Poor selectivity
and reliability
2.2 Solar Cells
Solar energy has become one of the most promising renewable sources of energy in the past few
decades. It is an actively researched area and solar cells have been sold commercially for many
decades. Some important figures of merit of such devices are -
a) Cost per peak watt
This is a standard metric used in the photovoltaic industry to compare performance and
economy of a solar cell with different technologies and is related to the efficiency of the
device. It is a ratio of the dollar cost of buying a solar cell module and the rated wattage
of the module at a standard illumination of IkW/m2. A photovoltaic module must have a
cost per peak watt metric of less than 1$/W to be competitive with coal generated power9.
This figure is calculated assuming the lifetime of the solar cell to be 25 years.
b) Lifetime
The lifetime of a solar cell determines its usable period without significant loss in
efficiency. Most commercial systems guarantee a lifetime of 25 years which allows for
recovery of the high initial investment and profits in subsequent years.
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c) Energy Payback
A solar cell must ultimately generate more energy than what is required to manufacture
it. Energy payback refers to the number of years required to achieve this. While energy
payback has no direct effect on the cost of the module, it is an important metric to assess
the sustainability of the technology.
d) Toxicity
Solar cells are manufactured using several different materials which may or may not have
an adverse effect on human life and the environment. Large scale deployment of a
technology will involve contact with hazardous materials and issues with disposal and
recycling thereafter, and thus toxicity will have economic implications as well.
2.2.1 Silicon Solar Cells
The silicon solar cell is the most prevalent type of solar cell in the world today. Silicon solar cells
are basically p-n junction diodes and sunlight creates electron-hole pairs in the space-charge
region between the p and n regions. The electrons and holes move through the load and
recombine. A large percentage of such cells use single crystalline silicon (SC-Silicon) which
deliver a module efficiency of around 18%. New advances in manufacturing and design have
resulted in devices with greater than 20% efficiency available commercially 1° . Polycrystalline or
multi-crystalline (MC-silicon) and amorphous (a-silicon) silicon cells use inferior grade silicon
and thus are cheaper, however have lower efficiencies of 8% to 16% due to less than ideal carrier
transport across grain boundaries.
Al
Fig. 2.5 Industrial single crystalline solar cell with screen printed contacts"
Single crystalline silicon solar cells are commercially available from BP Solar, JA Solar
Holdings, and Sharp among others. Polycrystalline solar cells are available from BP Solar,
Kyocera and Q-cells. United Solar Ovonic, Mitsubishi, Kaneka and Sharp manufacture
amorphous silicon solar cells. The availability and price of crystalline silicon solar cells is largely
dictated by the supply of solar grade silicon. A recent surge in demand of silicon solar cells has
resulted in a supply decline and has significantly increased the cost per watt of silicon based cells.
A cost per peak watt of about 2$/W means that silicon based solar energy is still twice as
expensive as grid supply. Factories in Asia are ramping up silicon wafer production capacity to
counter this demand and thus the short supply is seen as a temporary effectl 2
2.2.2 Thin-film Solar Cells
Significant reduction in solar cell manufacturing cost can be achieved by reducing the
consumption of the energy harvesting material. The high cost of solar grade silicon has led to the
development of several alternative materials not linked to the silicon supply chain. Thin-film
solar cells are based on II-VI and III-V semiconductor material systems like cadmium-telluride
(CdTe) and copper indium /gallium diselenide (CIGS). These solar cells are currently
manufactured using processes similar to 'printing' long rolls of substrate and thus are cheaper
than silicon based solar cells. The module efficiency however is lower at around 10% for CdTe
and 14.5% of CIGS. The cost per peak watt of thin film based systems are significantly lower and
are on the threshold of breaking the 1$/W barrier' 3 , which have led to huge investments and
scaling up of process lines with CIGS looking to occupy a sizable market share in the future.
CdTe solar cells are manufactured by First Solar, and CIGS solar cells are manufactured by
Nanosolar Inc.
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Fig. 2.6 Cross-sections of (a) superstrate and (b) substrate configurations of CdTe and
CIGS solar cells"
It must be noted that cadmium is a highly toxic material and this might prevent CdTe cells from
being deployed on a large scale. First Solar Inc. has included a recycling program available free
of charge for all CdTe solar cell modules14. There are also concerns about limited supply of
tellurium and indium. While enough for maintaining the current low market share, mining and
recycling these materials need to be scaled up if these technologies are ever to compete with
silicon.
2.2.3 Nanoparticle Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
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Fig. 2.7 Structure and construction of a Dye-sensitized solar cell (adapted from Halme 5)
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) were invented by Michael Gratzel and Brian O'Regan at the
Ecole Polytechnique F6d6rale de Lausanne, Switzerland in 1991 ". The DSC is a new paradigm
in solar energy generation where, unlike silicon solar cells, this is essentially an electrochemical
system and carrier generation and carrier transport occur in two different materials. At the heart
of the DSC is a mesoporous layer of nanoparticulate semiconducting metal oxide, usually
titanium dioxide, coated with a molecular layer of photosensitive dye. The particles are immersed
in a liquid electrolyte and sealed between two electrodes. When sunlight hits the photosensitive
dye, it generates an electron-hole pair. The dye quickly transfers its electron to the nanoparticle of
Transirent cnductig oxid
titanium dioxide. This electron hops between nanoparticles by a diffusion-assisted transport
mechanism until it reaches a transparent conducting electrode. The electron is drawn out of the
cell through this electrode and it passes through the load and enters the solar cell again through
the back-electrode and is transported back to the dye as an ion through the electrolyte. The
electron recombines with the hole and thus completes the cycle . The best efficiency
demonstrated with a DSC has been 11% for a 1 sq.cm solar cell and around 6 - 7% for larger
moduless
Dde
Evs
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Fig. 2.8 Schematic of reaction steps in a dye-sensitized solar cell 17
Two major issues with the dye-sensitized solar cell are poor efficiency and low lifetime. The
nanoparticle network of titanium dioxide is not an ideal transport layer for the electrons and much
of the electrons are lost before they even reach the transparent conducting electrode. This places
an upper limit on the thickness of the layer at 10 microns limiting the efficiency1 9. The small
thickness also makes the DSC less conducive to absorbing the red and IR spectrum 9. The
lifetime of a dye-sensitized solar cell is at best 10 years in lab testing and commercially available
products have only a 1 year warranty 1120. This is attributed to photo-degradation of ruthenium
dye and liquid electrolyte in the cell and poor sealing of the liquid electrolyte. These issues are
now largely resolved at the research stage and degradation mechanisms are well understood.
Amphiphilic ruthenium dyes have been synthesized that show reduced photodegradation due to
stronger adhesion to the TiO 2 surface 2 1. Use of solid-state electrolytes such as CuI and CuSCN
was suggested to alleviate the sealing issue but poor penetration of the solid electrolyte into the
nanoparticle network resulted in a 35% lower efficiency 22. Quasi-solidification of the liquid
electrolyte using a gelator has however yielded excellent results with nanoparticle DSCs
improving stability without sacrificing efficiency, shown in Fig. 2.911 21. Nanoparticle DSCs are
cheaper to manufacture than crystalline silicon and have a cost per peak watt value of about
1.5$/W' 15 23 . G24i sells 0.5 - 1 watt panels to charge portable devices and 30 W panels are in the
field testing phase.
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Fig. 2.9 Normalized cell efficiencies for cells with liquid and gel electrolytes. N719 is a
conventional dye, Z907 is an amphiphilic dye21
Table 2.2 Comparison of Photovoltaic Technologies 13, 14,15,23,24
Single Crystalline
Silicon
Polycrystalline
Silicon
Amorphous
Silicon
CIGS
CdTe
Nanoparticle
DSC
2.10
2.00
1.58
1.14
1.5
18-22% 2.7
15.3% 2.2
7% 1.5
14%
10.5% 1.0
7% 0.7
25
25
25
5-10
Very Low
Very Low
Very Low
Moderate
High
Low
Temporary
shortage
Temporary
shortage
Temporary
shortage
Indium needs to
be recycled
Tellurium supply
is limited
Ruthenium supply
is unknown
• -- I . ...... i
Z-907/Liquid
, Z-907/Gel
. N-71 9/Liquid
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3. Electrospinning - Process and Applications
Electrospinning is a simple technique that can be used to create fibers with diameters ranging
from 20 nm to a few microns. It is essentially a combination of mechanical drawing and
electrospraying and can be described as a bench-top technique to produce nanofibers.
Investigated by Lord Rayleigh in the late 1800s and patented in 1934 by Formhals,
electrospinning has been around for several decades but was largely overlooked due to the lack of
utility for nanofibers25. Only in the 1990s, several groups, particularly Doshi and Reneker at the
University of Akron, demonstrated the fabrication of polymer fibers from a wide range of
precursors and thus revived interest in electrospinning 26. Progress has since been made in the
fabrication of polymers nanofibers and now even includes inorganic and ceramic nanofibers. We
also have a better understanding of the mechanism behind the process and the factors that control
it.
3.1 The Process
khor
(b)
Fig. 3.1 (a) Schematic of an electrospinning setup 25 (b) The taylor cone 27
The setup for electrospinning consists of three components: a spinneret, a collector and a high
voltage power source. Electrospinning requires a precursor in solution form and using a syringe
and a pump, this solution is fed into the spinneret at a constant rate. A high voltage (10-30 kV) is
applied between the spinneret and the grounded collector and nanofibers are ultimately deposited
on the grounded collector. These are then subjected to some form of post processing to obtain the
desired chemistry, alignment and morphology. A detailed description of the steps involved for the
preparation of titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanofibers is presented below. TiO2 is a very suitable
material for both gas sensors and solar cells due to its lattice-defect related semiconducting
properties, good bandgap alignment with photosensitive dyes, and low cost. The precursors can
be suitably changed to obtain other semiconducting metal oxide nanofibers if desired.
3.1.1 Solution Preparation
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Fig. 3.2 Control of nanofiber dimensions by varying solution composition28
Semiconducting metal oxide thin films are often fabricated using the well-known sol-gel
technique. It was thus logical to try and use the same sol to spin into nanofibers. Earlier attempts
at fabrication directly used the hydrolyzed sol as the precursor and were able to electrospin fibers
having diameters of several hundred nanometers. However the instability of the inorganic sol
resulted in varying viscosity and non-uniform results over time. In 2003 Y. Xia and D. Li
developed a polymer matrix approach to spinning semiconducting metal oxide fibers that is most
often used today 28. An unhydrolyzed alkoxide of titanium such as titanium isopropoxide
Ti(OiPr)4 is mixed with a polymer such as poly-vinyl acetate (PVAc) or poly-vinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) that lends the solution suitable viscosity to make it spin with ease. The solvent most
commonly used is ethanol and the gelation catalyst is acetic acid. Varying the solvent, polymer or
metal alkoxide concentrations changes viscosity and surface tension of the solution and gives
very good control over the electrospun nanofiber dimensions as shown in Fig. 3.2.
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3.1.2 Spinneret
The exact mechanism that governs electrospinning is complicated and involves
electrohydrodynamic equations. As the syringe pumps solution into the spinneret a pendant
shaped drop appears due to surface tension. However with the application of high voltage the
drop gets charged and now an additional electrostatic force comes into play at the surface. This
forces the drop into a new equilibrium shape known as the Taylor cone (Fig. 3.1b). Increasing the
voltage results in electrostatic forces overcoming surface tension and a jet of liquid shoots out
from the Taylor cone towards the grounded collector. It is this electric field and not the spinneret
that results in nanometer sized diameters because the diameter of the Taylor cone tip is much
smaller than the spinneret nozzle.
3.1.3 Flight and Deposition
The charged solution jet travels at a velocity of a few meters/sec towards the collector and the
solvent evaporates as it falls. The jet column is like-charged and thus individual sections
experience repulsion in the vertical direction, however random perturbations of the column in the
horizontal result in instability and cause the jet to stretch and whip, resulting in further diameter
contraction. The diameter of the fiber can reduce from micrometers to tens of nanometers in this
step. As the nanofiber is attracted towards the collector, water vapor initiates hydrolysis and this
causes a phase separation of the polymer and ceramic phase. Randomly formed regions of
ceramic and polymer continue to be stretched and form nanofibrils within the nanofiber (inset of
Fig. 3.3) 29 . Finally these fibers are deposited on the collector in a randomly oriented web and the
charge flows into the collector and the fibers are grounded.
3.1.4 Post-Processing
The deposited nanofibers are now a composite of the titanium dioxide and the polymer matrix.
An optional hot-pressing step serves to improve adhesion of the nanofibers by partially melting
the polymer component of the fibers30 . Pressure also cracks open the fiber exposing the
nanofibrils that had formed due to phase separation in flight. The polymer can then be easily
removed by calcinating the nanofibers in a furnace at a temperature higher than the vaporization
temperature of the polymer. For both PVP and PVAc this temperature is approximately in the
5000 C range. Calcination also serves to drive grain growth and coarsening in the polycrystalline
titanium dioxide nanofibers.
Fig. 3.3 PVAc/TiO 2 composite electrospun nanofibers with the phase separated nanofibrils
seen in the cross section 29
3.1.5 High throughput modifications
A big problem with conventional electrospinning is its low throughput due to the serial nature of
nanofiber production through the spinneret. Two very different approaches have now solved the
problem by parallel spinning of multiple nanofiber strands. The first approach uses multiple
spinnerets in close proximity, each connected to a high voltage source and receiving the same
precursors. This approach met with control issues initially due to the complicated nature of the
electrostatic fields between neighboring spinnerets, but has largely been solved today.
Nanostatics®, an Ohio based company has begun commercial development of a 1000 spinneret
electrospinning head (Fig. 3.4a)31. The second approach to solving the issue of throughput was
developed in the Technical University of Liberec in Czechoslovakia and is now exclusively
licensed to Elmarco® as NanospiderTM 32. This technique uses a rotating drum with needle-like
protrusions on its surface which is half immersed in the precursor solution. Application of electric
fields causes nanofibers to shoot upwards from the protrusions on to a collector (see Fig. 3.4b).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.4 (a) Multi-spinneret electrospinning head from Nanostatics@ (b) NanospiderTM from
Elmarco®31,32
3.1.6 Improving nanofiber crystallinity
Electrospun nanofibers produced using the polymer matrix approach are largely polycrystalline in
nature. Electron mobility is always lower in such materials as compared to single crystalline
materials and this has a detrimental effect on device performance as will be seen in subsequent
sections. The exact mechanism of crystal growth during electrospinning is still under
investigation but the polymer matrix is thought to be critical in determining crystallinity by acting
as a template. Recently there have been reports of 1-2 gtm long single crystal MoO 3 and W0 3
nanowires (Fig. 3.5a) produced by electrospinning with controlled calcination of the metal
oxide/polymer nanofibers 3334. This essential step ensured that the polymer matrix does not
decompose prematurely and thus allowing the oriented attachment of nanocrystalline metal oxide
aggregates into larger nanowires. It was also suggested that there might exist a particular heat
treatment condition for any metal-oxide/polymer system that would be best suited to yield single
crystalline nanorods depending on the relative phase stabilities of the different polymorphs of the
oxide system. This technique has yet to be applied for TiO2 and thus the grain size is limited to
under a 100 nm (Fig.3.5b).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.5 HRTEM image of (a) long single crystal MoO 3 nanorod33 (b) shorter single crystal
TiO2 nanorods fabricated using electrospinning30
3.2 Electrospun Gas Sensors
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Fig. 3.6 Schematic of the processing steps involved in fabricating electrospun nanofiber
TiO2 gas sensor 35
Several groups have used electrospinning to fabricate metal oxide semiconductor gas sensors.
Poly (vinyl acetate) and titanium dioxide composite nanofibers were electrospun over
interdigitated platinum electrodes on an alumina substrate35. Prior to calcination, the composite
nanofiber was hot-pressed to improve adhesion with the substrate as well as increase surface area.
Similarly carbon monoxide sensors have been made by electrospinning tin oxide/carbon
nanotubes composite nanofibers 36. Iron doped strontium titanate has also been electrospun to
make hydrocarbon sensors37
3.2.1 Sensitivity
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Fig. 3.7 (a) Carrier flow in (a) thin film gas sensors (b) nanofiber gas sensors
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Using electrospun nanofibers, the gas sensitivity can be pushed to the parts-per-billion (ppb)
regime35 (Fig. 3.8). This is due to several reasons - first, the diameter of the nanofibers are less
than 100 nm leading to a much larger surface to volume ratio than what is typically obtained with
thin-film sensors. Secondly nanofibers behave like wires and carrier depletion in any region will
lower conductivity of the whole fiber increasing the sensitivity. Thirdly, the nanofibers are
deposited as a nonwoven fiber mat and the gas can permeate through the pores between these
fibers enhancing the gas-semiconductor interface area. Finally, thin film sensors often face an
issue wherein the substrate pins the Fermi level in the semiconductor reducing the effect of
adsorbed gas molecules on the exposed surface of the semiconductor 38. Nanofibers have a lower
surface area of contact with the substrate and thus are less susceptible to substrate interference.
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Fig. 3.8 Resistance response of electrospun TiO2 nanofibers to NO 2 mixed with dry air at
different temperatures35
3.2.2 Selectivity
Selectivity remains unchanged as it is a material property, and is apparently not strongly
dependant on morphology. Both thin films and electrospun nanofibers are polycrystalline and
thus would exhibit similar selectivity.
3.2.3 Power
Power consumption is expected to be lower as the total deposited material mass is lower and will
thus heat faster. Additionally, if only ppm level sensitivity is desired, then the heating
temperature can be reduced.
3.2.4 Device Deployment
The sensitivity of electrospun sensors needs to be reproducible especially considering their use in
analyzers and life-critical applications. The sensitivity depends on nanofiber dimensions,
thickness, porosity and other parameters that are likely to vary between sensors. A reasonable
solution to this problem is to individually calibrate every sensor and store its sensitivity offset
information in a microchip that would be part of the interfacing electronics. The selectivity
problem in metal oxide sensors is commonly solved with the use of multiple sensors working
either with different materials or at different temperatures. The extra data thus collected is
analyzed and used to eliminate false signals from interfering gases. This approach can be used
with electrospun sensors to improve their selectivity at a higher cost if the application demands it.
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Fig. 3.9 Assembly of an electrospun gas sensor in a TO-can package
The final assembly of the electrospun gas sensor is shown in Figure 3.9. The sensor can be built
into existing sensor packages and thus would be more acceptable to gas detector and analyzer
manufacturers.
Table 3.1 Comparison of Thin film and Electrospun gas sensors7' 35
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3.3 Electrospun Solar Cells
Dye-sensitized solar cells have been fabricated using electrospinning in an effort to try and
improve its efficiency and lifetime29 39' 40' 4 1' 42. The nanoparticle titanium dioxide layer is replaced
with an electrospun titanium dioxide nanofiber mat as shown in Fig.3.10.
Fig. 3.10 (a) TiO2 nanoparticles in a nanoparticle DSC'7 and (b) Electrospun TiO2
nanofibers 39
3.3.1 Efficiency
Nanofibers theoretically have superior electron transport properties compared to random three
dimensional morphologies due to their wire-like shape in which electrons require fewer hops
before they reach the transparent conducting electrode 39. Differences between the
electrolyte/nanofiber Fermi levels result in a slight depletion in the outer regions of the nanofiber.
This creates an electric field which some suggest confine generated electrons to the inner core of
the fiber preventing unwanted recombination with the electrolyte9 . Nanofibers are not only
supposed to improve electron collection efficiency but because of improved effective mobility,
enable thicker layers of titanium dioxide resulting in better red and IR absorptionl 9
Despite several expected advantages in using electrospun nanofibers in dye-sensitized solar cells,
experiments have managed to extract only about 6% efficiency from such cells 41. As to why
electrospun nanofibers underperform compared to their nanoparticle counterparts, further studies
need to be undertaken. Poor dye-loading of electrospun nanofibers (Fig.3.1 la) is an important
factor lowering efficiency.
(a) (b)Fig. 3.11 (a) Dye loading in electrospun nanofibers compared to single crystal nanorods42 43
(b) Efficiency as a function of nanofiber layer thickness, indicating a peak at 10m 29
Most ruthenium dyes are designed to attach to the (101) anatase TiO 2 surface 17, but in electrospun
nanofibers, the amount of exposed (101) surfaces are low due to its polycrystallinity, possibly
resulting in lower dye attachment. Additionally, electrospun nanofibers can only be horizontally
deposited instead of ideally being vertically oriented. Due to horizontal deposition, electrons still
have to hop across nanofibers to traverse in the vertical direction towards the collector. This
coupled with grain boundaries of the polycrystalline nanofibers are perhaps sufficient to cancel
out any benefits of 1-D conduction. The 10 gm diffusion length limit seen in electrospun
nanofibers (Fig. 3.11 b) is similar to what is seen in conventional random nanoparticle networks.
Ultimately, it must be kept in mind that it took the research community more than 10 years to
achieve the 11% mark using nanoparticles whereas research on electrospun solar cells began only
several years ago and these issues could potentially be sorted out by improving the crystallinity of
electrospun nanofibers.
3.3.2 Lifetime
Use of polymer-gel electrolytes instead of liquid electrolytes in the nanoparticle DSC has shown
greater stability against leakage and vaporization21. It is believed that nanofiber layers have better
porosity as compared to nanoparticle layers and this could allow better penetration of polymer-gel
electrolytes. However experiments show that electrospun nanofibers are only 90% as effective
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with polymer-gel electrolytes as with liquid electrolytes 39 while nanoparticle layers perform
equally well with liquid and polymer-gel electrolytes 11 21. The reason behind this loss is not
known. Thus no stability and lifetime improvement have been seen after replacing the
nanoparticle layer with an electrospun nanofiber layer.
3.3.3 Throughput and Cost
Electrospinning titanium dioxide nanofibers will be slower than screen-printing the nanoparticle
layer. Use of high-throughput electrospinning techniques mentioned previously might be used if
sufficient demand exists. The cost of manufacturing is expected to be similar as material costs are
unchanged and both processes would use a high temperature sintering step. Elmarco has recently
announced the feasibility of high throughput DSC manufacture using its NanospiderTM
technology44. A more detailed cost analysis of the electrospun solar cell can be found in Section
6.3.
3.3.4 Device Deployment
SPlatinum plated FTO
Dye loaded Ti02
nanofibers
Polymer sealant
FTO glass
Fig. 3.12 Assembly of an electrospun DSC
Solar cells need to have a certified minimum efficiency to be sold as a commercial product.
While this is still easier than certifying gas sensors as only a lower bound on efficiency is
relevant, every device needs to be tested to ensure that they meet this criterion. Accelerated
testing at high temperatures and field tests could be performed by sampling from the total
population.
Table 3.2 Comparison of Nanoparticle and Electrospun DSCs18,41
Figur ot'eritN,,mlmi-icleDSC lectospul DS
Efficiency
Lifetime (years)
Energy payback (years)
10-11% (1 cmL cell)
6-7% (module)
5-10
0.7
6% (1 cm" cell)
4-5% (module estimated)
5-10
1
3.4 Using other 1-D Nanofabrication Techniques
Apart from electrospinning there are several other techniques that can be used to fabricate
semiconducting metal oxide l-D nanostructures. To be a commercially useful technique for the
fabrication of gas sensors and solar cells, it must not only be scalable and cost effective but also
be capable of growing material having good electron transport properties and sub-100 nm
diameter. These approaches can be generally classified into chemical and mechanical techniques.
3.4.1 Chemical Techniques
The growth of structures by chemical means is a bottom-up approach and thus involves the two
steps of nucleation and growth. The precursors are usually supplied in solution or vapor phase
and several nanostructures grow in parallel on the substrate. The most common approach used is
the vapor-solid (VS) growth. VS growth usually requires high temperature as it involves
vaporizing the precursors which then condense over a cooler substrate forming fine powdery
nanorods 45. VS growth can also be templated using anodized alumina to form ordered 1-D
structures. Hydrothermal synthesis is a low-temperature process for preparing semiconducting
metal oxide nanowires from their corresponding nanopowders. This is achieved by heating a
strongly basic solution of the metal oxide nanopowder in an autoclave for several hours at about
100- 2000 C followed by an acid wash43 . Chemical techniques, in general, result in good quality
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single crystal materials but are expensive and have poor scalability owing to the need for vacuum
chambers, high pressures and temperatures.
3.4.2 Mechanical Techniques
Mechanical techniques have been used for several decades to produce non woven mats of
polymer fibers. Melt-blowing and spun-bonding are two extrusion based techniques that can
achieve micron sized fiber diameters using thermoplastic polymers. It has however been
exceedingly difficult to achieve nanometer sized fibers because of the difficulty in fabricating
extrusion dies with such small orifices. Whether composite materials like polymers with titanium
dioxide sol have sufficient viscosity to be melt-blown is unknown. Mechanical techniques have
low cost and good scalability and have been used commercially, but their compatibility with
metal oxide semiconductors or sol-gel processes is unclear.
Table 3.3 Comparison of material growth techniques
Prcs I 'S-Ilefr 1lt~lDilillill salliltN Cs
Electrospinning
Vapor phase
synthesis
Hydrothermal
Synthesis
Melt Blowing
(undemonstrated)
Yes
Polycrystalline
Yes
Single Crystal
Yes
Single Crystal and
polycrystalline
Possibility exists
Polycrystalline only
20 nm / 150 nm
<10 nm / 100 nm
<10nm / 50 nm
100 nm/ 3000 nm
Good
Moderate
Poor
Good
Low
High
High
Low
4. Intellectual Property
Intellectual Property (IP) represents a major asset in most technology based companies today.
Having a strong IP base in a particular field not only gives one control over the application of the
technology but also lends leveraging power in deals, negotiations and partnerships. This section
will look at patents; both issued and applied in the U.S, related to materials processing as well as
device design and fabrication of the electrospun sensor and solar cell. The U.S Patent and
Trademark Office46 database was used to search for relevant patents and applications.
4.1 Patents in Materials Processing
Table 4.1 U.S patents related to materials processing
US Pat. 1975504
1938
US Pat. 7264762
2001
US Pat. App
10/570,561
2004
US Pat. App
11/454,205
2006
Process and apparatus for preparing
artificial threads
Electrospinning ultrafine conductive
polymeric fibers
Nanofibers, and apparatus and
methods for fabricating nanofibers by
reactive electrospinning
Titanium dioxide nanorods and
preparation method thereof
Anton Formhals
Frank.K.Ko
(Drexel University)
Xiaoming Xu
Dong-Young Kim et al.
(Korea Institue of Science
and Technology)
High throughput Modifications
US Pat. App Method of nanofiber production from a Jirsak et al.
10/570,806 polymer solution using electrostatic (Technical University of
2004 spinning and a device for carrying out Liberec)
the method
US Pat. 6616435 Apparatus of polymer web by Lee et al.
2001 electrospinning process
Other methods to fabricate 1.) Nanostructures
US Pat. 6586095 Semiconducting Oxide Nanostructures Zhong L. Wang et al.
2002 (Georgia Tech Research
Corp)
US Pat. 7265037 Nanowire array and nanowires solar Peidong Yang et al.
2004 cells and methods of forming the same (University of California)
US Pat. 6036774 Method of producing metal oxide Charles M. Lieber et al.
1997 nanorods I (Harvard College)
4.2 Patents in Device Design
Table 4.2 U.S. patents related to device design
US Pat. App
11/644,121
2006
US Pat. App
11/178,658
2005
Ultra-sensitive
sensor and
thereof
metal oxide gas
fabrication method
Molecular structures for gas sensing
and devices and methods therewith
I1-Doo Kim et al.
(Korea Institute
and Technology)
of Science
D Srinivasan et al.
(General Electric Company)
Nano gas sensors fabricated using other techniques
US Pat. 7129554 Nanosensors Charles M. Lieber et al.
2001 (Harvard College)
US Pat. App Gas sensor with nanowires of zinc Miao-Ju Chueh et al.
11/126,242 oxide or indium/zinc mixed oxides (Industrial Technology
2005 and method of detecting NOx gas Research Institute)
US Pat. 4927721 Photo-electrochemical cell Michael Gratzel et al.
1988 (Ecole Polytechnique
Fed6rale de Lausanne)
US Pat. 6900382 Gel electrolytes for dye sensitized K Chittibabu et al.
2003 solar cells (Konarka Technologies, Inc)
Nanowire/NaAofiber Dye Sensitized Solar Cells
US Pat. 7265037 Nanowire array and nanowires solar Peidong Yang et al.
2004 cells and methods of forming the (University of California)
same
US Pat. App Dye-sensitized solar cell based on Dong-Young Kim et al.
10/971,236 electrospun ultra-fine titanium (Korea Institute of Science
2004 dioxide fibers and fabrication method and technology)
thereof
4.3 Analysis
4.3.1 Materials Processing
While there are no patents that need licensing to electrospin nanofibers, it is almost certain that
for a commercially viable process either a high throughput system will have to be developed or
the technology has to be licensed. A patent owned by the Technical University of Liberec (US
Pat. App 10/570,806) has been exclusively licensed to Elmarco Ltd. and a product NanospiderTM
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has been developed. Multi-nozzle electrospinning techniques are not broadly patented and this
could allow in-house development of the process. NanostaticsTM, LLC an Ohio based start-up
company develops commercial multi-nozzle electrospinning assemblies and offers technical
assistance. Sufficiently high surface area to volume ratio is possible only when the diameter of
the nanofibers is in the tens of nanometer range. A patent has been applied for by Korea Institute
of Science and Technology (US Pat. App 11/454,205) for an easy technique to achieve this by hot
pressing larger diameter nanofibers and cracking them to expose nanofibrils. There are several
patents in the area of growing 1-D metal oxide nanostructures that might be a threat to using
electrospinning as a technique. Research from the Wang group at Georgia Tech (US Pat.
6586095, 6863943, 6863943 and 6940086) is particularly focused towards growing metal oxide
semiconducting nanowires, especially tin oxide for gas sensing applications in the ppb range47
The Yang group at U.C Berkeley (US Pat. 7265037) and the Lieber group at Harvard (US Pat.
6036774) have patented the vapor-solid technique of growing single crystal nanowires using a
substrate pre-coated with nanoclusters of the desired metal oxide. Both groups have targeted high
volume applications and thus are considered a threat to electrospinning.
4.3.2 Device Design - Electrospun gas sensor
The design for an electrospun nanofiber gas sensor has been applied for by Korea Institute of
Science and Technology (US Pat. App 11/644,121 and WIPO Patent WO/2007/073111) and
General Electric Company (US Pat. App 11/178,658). The former claims to work with a range of
metal oxide semiconducting nanofibers and is used to detect reducing gases like NO2 and H2
whereas the latter uses nanozeolites with alumina or silicate anions and detects CO2 and 02.
There are several gas sensors that use 1-D nanostructures fabricated by other means. A zinc
oxide gas sensor (US Pat. App 11/126,242) has been developed by the Industrial Technology
Research Institute for detecting NOx gases and could be a competitor to electrospun gas sensors.
The sensor is however grown using a vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) technique which might limit the
manufacturing throughput and cost. Preliminary results show ppm level sensitivity which is an
order of magnitude lower than the ppb level sensitivity obtained from electrospun gas sensors.
Thus the electrospun titanium dioxide sensor is sufficiently differentiated from its competition
and would be a good choice for a commercial product.
4.3.3 Device Design - Electrospun DSC
Michael Gratzel patented the concept of the DSC back in 1988 under the title of 'Photo-
electrochemical cell' (US Pat. 4927721). The patent has a lifetime of 20 years and by 2010
manufacturing simple DSCs will not require a license. However a patent for the electrospun DSC
has been applied for by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (US Pat. App 10/971,236)
for the design of an electrospun dye-sensitized solar cell. The application claim exclusively
mentions the use of titanium dioxide as the semiconducting material. As of today, titanium
dioxide is still the preferred material choice of DSCs, but if in the future novel materials are
developed, it will be possible to bypass this patent. A zinc oxide nanowire DSC has been
developed by U.C. Berkeley (US Pat. 7265037) however the current efficiency of such a cell is
below 1%. It is very likely that the efficiency will increase in the future but several barriers such
as increasing the growth density need to be overcome before the efficiency reaches a reasonable
level. Electrospun DSCs might have to be manufactured with polymer-gel or solid state
electrolytes for better stability. While Konarka Technologies Inc has developed a polymer-gel
(US Pat. 6900382), the standard gelation agent used within the research community is still
poly(vinylidenefluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) which can be readily bought from
a supplier. A severe threat to electrospun DSCs comes from the already well established
nanoparticle DSC. Many companies such as DyeSol, Sustainable Technologies International,
G24i and Konarka Technologies, Inc. have licensed patents (US Pat. 4927721 among others)
from the Ecole Polytechnique F6d6rale de Lausanne (EPFL) and have started commercial
production and development of nanoparticle DSCs. With continuous improvements being made
in the field of DSCs, having strong competitors might make it harder or costlier to license new IP
from third party developers.
Finally the European and Japanese solar energy markets are each four times as big as the U.S
markets and any analysis would be incomplete without mentioning the security of the electrospun
DSC outside the U.S markets. The European and Japanese markets are very competitive and most
patents in the DSC industry are filed here. Toyota-Aisin and Sharp hold about 50 Japanese
patents each and EPFL holds a majority of the European patents. The Korea Institute of Science
and Technology however own a European patent (EP1528579) for their electrospun DSC
technology which ensures that the design can be protected. There are currently no Japanese
patents for the electrospun DSC which might a cause for concern if the electrospun DSC is
successful.
5. Market Analysis
This section focuses on analyzing the market structure, key players and supply chain of the gas
sensing and solar energy industries.
5.1 Gas Sensor Markets
The gas sensing industry is mature and has a slow but steady annual growth rate of about 5%48
The primary driver for the gas sensor market has been industrial growth, particularly the
production and refining of oil, automobiles and pharmaceuticals. Legislation and regulations are
other reasons for gas sensor growth, particularly in areas of health, safety and pollution. The
maturity of the market has resulted in commoditization of gas sensors and most manufacturers
now sell products with similar specifications. These sensors are bought by OEM system
integrators and sold as gas detectors or gas analyzers. Gas detectors provide an estimate of the gas
concentration and thus are more useful in safety alarms. Carbon monoxide gas detectors for
domestic applications retailed for around 40 USD in 2008. Gas analyzers on the other hand can
give precise gas concentration information and find application in process control and
environmental monitoring. The average cost of a gas analyzer was 7400 USD in 200349
5.1.1 Market Size and Players
The total world revenue from gas sensors, detectors and analyzers in the industry, shown in
Fig.5.1, is projected to cross 1.2 billion USD in 201048. The revenue from sensors however
account for less than 10% of this value. Companies like City Technology Ltd, Alphasense, e2v,
Microsens and Figaro Engineering Inc. manufacture only gas sensors for OEM companies.
Several gas detector manufacturers such as MSA, Drager Safety AG and Honeywell manufacture
their sensors in-house. As of 2008, no major gas sensor manufacturer uses 1-D nanostructured gas
sensing elements in their products.
World Industrial Sensors
Fig 5.1 World revenue of industrial sensors, detectors and analyzers48
5.1.2 Supply Chain
Fig. 5.2 Gas sensors in the supply chain
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Gas sensors and analyzers are mostly sold directly to customers without distributors. This is
because sensors used in these systems are very application specific and require considerable
engineering know-how in selection and calibration. The lifetime of a detector or analyzer is
usually longer than that of the sensors it contains, thus an additional source of revenue for gas
sensor manufacturers comes from selling spare sensor parts to detector and analyzer
manufacturers.
5.1.3 Target Markets for the Electrospun Gas Sensor
a) Flue gas analyzers
Electrospun gas sensors show exceptionally high ppb level sensitivity towards NO2 and ppm level
sensitivity towards CO3 5. The demand for ultrasensitive sensors today comes from environmental
monitoring applications such as flue gas analyzers based on chemiluminescence. The
Environmental Protection Agency4 has stipulated 53 ppb NO2 in ambient air as the safe limit
which is within the sensitivity range of electrospun sensors. The forecast for worldwide revenue
from sales of chemiluminescent analyzers in 2010 is expected to be around 79 million USD with
about 50,000 units selling50 . We assume that a functioning analyzer unit can be made using 2
electrospun sensors thus setting the target market size at 100,000 electrospun sensors in 2010.
b) Automotive NOx sensors
There is a growing market for ppm level NOx sensors for diesel automobiles due to an EPA
regulation limit of 0.2 grams/bhp-hr of NOx in exhaust fumes51. Similar regulations are in place
in Europe and Asia although less stringent. The NOx sensor is used to time the regeneration cycle
of a lean NOx trap and with selective catalytic reduction processes. While there are other
strategies to reduce NOx emissions such as lowering the combustion temperature by recirculating
the exhaust gas and prevent the formation of NOx, the use of sensors has received the backing of
major companies such as Bosch, NGK, Toyota, Ford, Siemens and Chrysler52. World diesel
engine sales are expected to reach 20 million units by 201053 and assuming half of them use NOx
sensors 52; the target market is a huge 10 million sensor units.
c) Indoor carbon monoxide (CO) detectors
Safety regulations and awareness have led to a huge demand for CO gas detectors in homes and
offices with the estimated detector revenue at 500 million USD by 201054. With the safe limit of
CO exposure being 9 ppm for 8 hours or 35 ppm for 1 hour4 , the sensitivity requirement for these
sensors is within reach of current thin film semiconductor and electrochemical sensors and thus
strong competition exists to capture this sector. The average price of a CO detector in 2008 was
around 40 USD, which would imply that the price of a CO sensor component would range at a
very low price of around 4$, or 10% of the total cost.
Table 5.1 Target markets for the electrospun sensor 50 ,52,54
Flue gas analyzers for NOx 100,000 at 400$ each 40 million USD
Automobile engine NOx sensor 10 million at 40$ each 400 million USD
I CU detector tor homes I 27.2 million at 4$5 each 1 108.8 million USD I
5.2 Solar Energy Markets
The first commercially available solar cells were used to power satellites and space probes in the
early 1970s. Due to the oil crisis of the late 1970s, countries such as the U.S and Japan
recognized the importance of energy security and invested sums of money into large scale solar
cell research. The second and more permanent surge in interest in solar cells started in the 1990s
with global warming, pollution and rising oil prices playing a key role in mobilizing resources.
Today the burgeoning solar energy market seems to be getting stable with a 14% annual growth
rate55 and 35 key players around the world with most countries having access to suppliers. Japan
and the European markets each comprise about 40% of the total world installed capacity, the U.S
markets are much smaller at 11% in 200555. The solar energy market is very different from the
mature gas sensor market with certain supply chains still being established and large price and
performance variations between companies.
5.2.1 Total Photovoltaic Market Revenue
Crystalline silicon based solar cells currently comprise nearly 80 - 90% of world market .
However, it still remains very expensive and most of the demand is largely due to government
support in the form of rebates and incentives. Thin film solar cells are slowly eroding the market
share of crystalline silicon by their low material and production cost. Several companies have
ramped up production and even existing crystalline solar cell manufacturers are diverting
resources towards thin film solar cells.
Fig 5.3 World photovoltaic revenue - trends and forecast55
Solar cells that use amorphous silicon comprised nearly half of the thin-film photovoltaic world
production capacity in 2008. Nanosolar, Inc. is the largest producer of CIGS systems with a 430
MW plant launched in 2008 that manufactures solar cells at half the price of crystalline silicon
cells. First Solar, Inc. expects to expand its CdTe solar cell production capacity to more than 1
GW in 2009. G24i started operating a 30 MW line in 2007 to make nanoparticle dye-sensitized
solar cells and has plans to scale up to 200 MW in 2009-10. Analysts predict thin film
technologies to capture 35% of the global solar cell market or 7.2 billion USD by 201556
800 Amorphous Silicon800
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Fig 5.4 Estimated thin film solar cell production capacity in 2008 (MW/year) 13,14,20,57
5.2.2 Supply Chain
Fig 5.5 Solar cell supply chain
The silicon solar industry has so far benefited from the existing silicon microelectronics supply
chain for its materials. The production of solar grade silicon ingots and wafers largely regulate
pricing. Thin film systems, while mostly free from the vagaries of silicon prices, still depend on
q
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supply of components like indium, tellurium and glass. Solar cell manufacturers usually have
supply contracts with raw material suppliers to protect themselves from price fluctuations. Cell
manufacturers are involved in the manufacture of the module as well as this value addition proves
to be very profitable. Modules can either be sold directly to consumers or through a partnership
with accredited installers. Larger systems for use in rooftops are sold through installers and
smaller modules such as portable chargers are sold directly.
5.2.3 The DSC Market Sector
Table 5.2 Key players in the nanoparticle DSC industry
Materials Cel Module
G24i G24i
Peccell Technology Peccell Technology
Aisin (Toyota), Sony Aisin (Toyota)
None, as products currently
include phone/mp3 players
chargers, not roof panels
DSC solar cells, due to their low efficiency are expected to be sold at lower wattage ratings.
While, they can be used just like conventional solar cells, an area of advantage of DSCs is that
they can be integrated into buildings as window panes and even work well under diffuse light
conditions. This opens up a niche market where most solar cells, except amorphous silicon cells,
cannot compete. DSC is a technology only recently commercialized but the companies involved
have been exploring this technology for several years and have collected a strong repository of
patents as well as production know-how. DyeSol, an Australian company and Solaronix, a Swiss
company primarily supply material such as titanium dioxide nanoparticles, ruthenium based dyes
and electrolytes. They also sell equipment required for small scale production of DSCs. Konarka
Technologies is based in Massachusetts, USA and specializes in manufacture of flexible
substrates and polymer-gel and solid state electrolytes. G24i is the only commercial
manufacturer of DSC and modules with a 30MW plant in Wales, UK. Peccell Technology, a
Japanese company and Aisin/Toyota will begin production in 2009-10. Electrospun DSCs if
commercialized would compete with the nanoparticle DSC for the same markets due to very
similar design, operation and applicability. DSCs currently hold about 1.7% of the thin film
market in terms of production capacity (Fig. 5.4). Assuming that this percentage increases to
about 5% in 2015 the net value of the DSC market would be around 359 million USD worldwide
and about 40 million USD in the U.S.
DyeSol
Konarka
Solaronix
ISolaronix
6. From Research to Commercialization
6.1 Technology Transfer
The first step in starting a venture to commercialize devices based on electrospun nanofibers
would be to identify and license patents that are indispensible to the success of the technology.
The patent portfolio of Korea Institute of Science and Technology would be the most attractive as
three patents applications have been filed related to TiO2 nanofiber preparation, gas sensor and
dye-sensitized solar cell device designs respectively. The standard model for technology transfer
involves licensing of patents from the institute followed by periodic royalty payments. Usually
exclusive licensing of technology is the preferred as it makes it easier to obtain venture funding
from interested companies in the later stagess . Typical licensing fees ranges from 10,000 USD to
50,000 USD and royalty rates are between 2% to 5%59 . Exclusive licensing rights will likely
require minimum royalty payments every year.
6.2 Commercializing the Electrospun Gas Sensor
Manufacturing electrospun gas sensors in 2010 would require the licensing of patents (currently
still patent applications) U.S. Pat. App 11/454,205 and U.S. Pat. App 11/644,121. The initial
small target market would allow sufficient time for in-house development of a high-throughput
modification to the electrospinning process. There are two possible strategies to position the
company in the supply chain as shown in Fig. 6.1. The first involves manufacturing the sensors as
well as integrating them into detectors and analyzers. The second involves manufacturing only
the sensor and packaging it for existing gas detector and analyzer manufacturers.
a) Manufacture sensor and integrate into a detector/analyzer
Despite the fact that profit margins are higher, the first choice of directly selling to customers is
not the best option for many reasons. First and foremost in the gas detector/analyzer industry,
branding is very important due to the critical role played by the equipment in saving lives and
controlling processes worth millions of dollars. It is likely to be difficult to gain a sizeable market
share as a newcomer. Secondly the amount of infrastructure and personnel needed to integrate the
sensor system, and then market and sell to customers, is quite high for a new venture.
b) Manufacture sensor and sell to a detector/analyzer integrator
The second option of manufacturing the sensor is feasible and is the one that will be further
analyzed. Despite the fact that margins are lower at this level, the infrastructure needed to start an
electrospinning line is very manageable. It is also convenient that the industry has well defined
packages for sensors which allows for easy integration and thus has a lower barrier to acceptance
of new gas sensor manufacturers. A third advantage is that electrospinning has many applications
apart from gas sensors that are yet to be tapped into. Gaining expertise in large scale
electrospinning would allow the company to subsequently diversify or license its know-how.
(b)
Fig 6.1 Possible business strategies to commercialize electrospun gas sensors
(a) Manufacture Sensors (b) Manufacture Sensors only and detectors/analyzers
6.2.1 Cost Analysis
Plant size and throughput
Sensors for flue gas analyzers and automobiles present a good initial target market as they are
relatively niche products with low volume requirements and high margins, perfect for a start-up
company. Once high volume manufacturing is perfected, the larger market of indoor CO
detectors can be explored.
The flue gas analyzer and the automotive NOx sensor will be priced competitively at 350 USD
and 35 USD per unit respectively (prices of competing sensors are listed in Table 5.1). A 10%
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lower price with similar performance to the sensors available would help achieve initial industry
share targets in this price sensitive market.
Table 6.1 Manufacturing Cost of the electrospun gas sensor
Lab Sipace
Electrospinning Line
Furnace
Licensing Fees
Research
40,UUU sq.tt at 15/tt
Capacity of 600 sensors per day
5 units
2 patents at 50,000 USD per patent
2,400,UUU.UU
100,000.00
150,000.00
100,000.00
1,000,000.00
Kesearcn rersonnel 2 gracuates wita 'l I,UU000,UUU.UU
Manufacturing Personnel 10 technicians at 8$/hr for 8 hours a day 960,000.00
Management CTO,CEO, Accountant 1,500,000.00
1 lue gas analyzer sensors 14 sensors a day 4.80
Automotive NOx sensors 550 sensors a day 17.80
Table 6.2 Material Cost of the electrospun gas sensor (in USD)
Substrate - 1 cm' alumina
Chemicals - Ti(OiPr4), PVAc, EtOH
Packaging
Tetn..0 
.008
1.60
0.20
2.00
1.60
0.20
15.00
1.30
0.20
1.00
" | | |
i
1Testing 1.00 1.00 0.80
" ~ ---' \----~---- I~- -- ~------ ~V'~' ~\""''V'V'U'V"
2,346,800
(246,800)
3,500,000
1,134,000
3,850,000 5,250,000 6,125,000
613,200 1,994,000 2,857,000
7,350,000 8,750,000 9,625,000
2,333,200 3,714,000 4,577,000
Table 6.3 Expecte d revenues and profits (in USD) of the electrospun gas sensor
Electrospinning sensors for flue gas analyzers and automobiles show moderate to high profits in
most cases and thus present an excellent opportunity for a start-up. The flue gas analyzer has high
margins and is profitable even at very low volumes whereas the automotive sensor has a potential
to grow due to a very large demand. The volume of 600 sensors per day can be easily achieved
without employing high-throughput electrospinning techniques and thus start-up time would be
shorter.
6.2.2 Funding Stages
a) Seed Round (150,000 USD)
The seed round funding usually come from the founders of the company and is most prone to
risk. Some tasks that need to be undertaken during this phase are -
* Test reliability and uniformity of gas sensor
* Work on improving selectivity of sensor
b) Start-up (700,000 USD)
Once the electrospun gas sensor is ready to be fabricated on a larger scale, the company can move
into the start-up round of financing. Some sources of funds that are of interest are the U.S Small
Business Innovation Research program or the U.S EPA's Environmental Finance Program60
which funds companies and governmental organizations that develop products related to the
environment. The start-up capital would be used to -
Flue gas sensors
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* Rent lab and office space
* Buy or develop a high throughput electrospinning line
* Develop a compatible package for the sensor
* Work towards obtaining EPA approval of electrospun gas sensor
c) First Round (1,000,000+ USD)
This is when the first electrospun gas sensor is expected to be sold. Significantly larger funding is
necessary and the size of the company would grow to include manufacturing personnel. Funding
sources could be angel investors or venture capital. The expected tasks during this phase are as
follows -
* Sell prototype units to various analyzer manufacturers
* Continue work on EPA approval
* Fine-tune the manufacturing process to maximize efficiency
* Begin research on CO sensors for indoor detectors
6.3 Commercializing the Electrospun Solar Cell
Manufacturing electrospun DSCs in 2010 requires the license of two patents U.S. Pat. App
11/454,205 and U.S. Pat. App 10/971,236. DSCs have a larger device area compared to gas
sensors and thus would require an electrospinning line with a high throughput. Use of a multi-
needle approach (see section 3.1.5) would be best suited as it can be developed in-house or
purchased. Keeping in line with the solar industry, a start-up company would have to manufacture
the cell as well as the module.
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Fig.6.2 Business strategy to commercialize electrospun DSCs
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6.3.1 Cost Analysis
Plant size and throughput
A 4-5 MW per year electrospun DSC production plant is a competitive size for production. 4.5%
module efficiency (Table 3.2) corresponds to eventually manufacturing about 100,000m2 of
electrospun solar cells per year. A single electrospinning needle takes about 30 minutes to
adequately cover an area of 1 cm2, thus an estimate of the desired electrospinning line size would
be 60 units of 1000 multi-spinneret heads running throughout the year.
Table 6.4 Manufacturing Costs of the electrospun DSC
Lao space
Electrospinning Line
Furnace
Licensing Fees
Research
5U,UUU sq.tt at ii/-t-r 4,5UU,UUU.UU
9,000,000.00
500,000.00
100,000.00
1,000,000.00
Research Personnel 2 graduates with PhD 1,000,000.00
Manufacturing Personnel 20 technicians at 8$/hr for 8 hours a day 1,920,000.00
Management CTO,CEO, Accountant 1,500,000.00
uubstrate
Chemicals
Module Integration
2 plates of SnO2: F glass
* TiO2 * (10g/m 2)
* Ru-dye (100mg/m 2)
* Electrolyte (50ml/m 2)
* Platinum catalyst (3 monolayers)
Sealing, frame, interconnects, backing
" Assuming i ug/m- ot 11U2 = 33 ml/mI ot '1i(UiPr4) at 8ml/$
60 X 1000 spinnerets
Integrated into process line
2 patents at 50,000 USD per patent
20.00
4.20
10.00
0.50
0.01
7.00
• ostr
Chemicals
20.00
4.20
10.00
0.50
0.01
Estimated 2010 World DSC market revenue = 100 million USD (50MW sales)
Estimated cost price of 50W nanoparticle DSC panel = 75 USD (1.5$/W)
Calculated cost price of 50W electrospun nanofiber DSC panel = 81.31 USD (1.62$/W)
Table 6.5 Expected revenues of the electrospun DSC
10,000,000 1,869,000
7,700,000 820,300
4,200,000 (1,011,300)
800,000 (3,368,550)
From the calculations above it is evident that fixed costs involved prevent a small scale start-up.
Even with a 4-5 MW production capacity, a high market share of 7-10% is required to make
profit. The cost per peak watt value of the electrospun DSC is about 1.62 $/W which makes it
more expensive than the nanoparticle DSC, CIGS and CdTe solar cells. The primary reason for
this is the low efficiency of the electrospun DSC which makes it necessary for each 50W panel to
be bigger in size and thus cost more. The high cost of materials such as transparent conducting
oxide and ruthenium dyes used are likely to reduce in the future once high volume DSC
production starts23. Nevertheless, most thin film technologies that are cheaper than crystalline
silicon are still likely to succeed in the near future and the same holds true for electrospun DSCs.
Looking beyond 2015, the solar energy market will become price sensitive, as mature markets
usually do, and this could be a serious cause for concern because the nanoparticle DSC would
then dominate over the electrospun DSC due to lower costs. Specific niche applications or
features would have to be discovered and exploited for the electrospun DSC to remain in the
market.
6.3.2 Funding Stages
a) Seed Round (150,000 USD)
The seed round funding usually come from the founders of the company and is most prone to
risk. Some tasks that need to be undertaken during this phase are -
* Start accelerated testing to determine lifetime of DSCs
* Optimize TiO2 nanofiber dimensions and layer thickness
* Estimate process reliability and uniformity
b) Start-up (1,000,000 USD)
Some sources of funds in the start-up round that might be of interest are the U.S Small Business
Innovation Research program (SBIR) and the Small Business Technology Transfer program
(STTR)61. Funding of up to 100,000 USD in phase I and 700,000 USD in phase II is awarded by
the U.S Department of Energy for the SBIR and STTR programs. 1 in 5 and 1 in 10 proposals
receive phase I and phase II funding respectively. The start-up capital would be used to -
* Rent lab and office space
* Develop/Purchase a 100 KW electrospinning line (1 head of 1000 spinnerets)
* Field-testing of solar panels
c) First Round (3,000,000+ USD)
Significantly larger funding is necessary for a high throughput electrospun DSC plant and the size
of the company will grow to include manufacturing personnel. Funding sources can be angel
investors or venture capital, as is usually seen with budding companies the solar industry today.
The expected tasks during this phase are as follows -
* Sale of first electrospun DSC for low power applications (0.5 - 5 W panels)
* Hiring manufacturing personnel
* Expanding production capacity to about 1 MW
* Modifying design to allow integration into windows and with flexible substrates
7. Conclusion
Electrospinning is a viable route for the low cost fabrication of semiconducting metal oxide
nanofibers. Electrospun sensors exhibit very high sensitivity to NOx and can be manufactured at
a very small percentage of the cost of an existing chemiluminescent NOx sensor for use in flue
gas analyzers and ambient air quality monitoring. A much larger demand for electrospun sensors
would come from the automotive NOx sensor market required in diesel vehicles to adhere to
emission norms. These two markets together can be very profitable even with conservative sales
in the first year. The scale of manufacturing is modest and will not require high-throughput
modifications to the electrospinning process. Forays into the larger indoor CO detector market
can be a target in the future once production costs are sufficiently lowered.
The electrospun DSC is still very much in the research stage and the benefits of using 1-D
nanostructures are yet to be realized. A high throughput modification to the electrospinning
process is essential due to the large volumes of sales necessary to break even. Despite its
shortcomings, the electrospun DSC still outperforms crystalline silicon solar cells in term of the
price/performance ratio and can potentially generate profits over the next 5 years in the venture's
lifetime. However the solar energy market is undergoing a transformation and the emergence of
several competing thin film technologies in the future is very likely to threaten the success of the
electrospun DSC.
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Appendix A. Summary of research in electrospun metal oxide
chemiresistors
1. Sawicka, K., Prasad, A. & Gouma, P. Metal Oxide Nanowires for Use in Chemical Sensing
Applications. Sensor Letters 3, 31-35(2005)
MoO 3 and WO3 nanofibers with improved crystallinity were electrospun at the State University of
New York for use in NO2 sensing. This research is significant in that it was successful in spinning
long single crystal nanowires of the metal oxide as compared to normally reported polycrystalline
nanofibers. Control of the final calcination step was identified as being crucial to nanowire
growth quality. The single crystal nanowires were reported to show a 10% increase in sensitivity
compared to thin films.
2. Kim, I. et al. Ultrasensitive Chemiresistors Based on Electrospun TiO2 Nanofibers. Nano
Lett. 6, 2009-2013(2006).
The result of a collaboration between Massachussets Institute of Technology and Korea Institute
of Technology, this work was one of the first to demonstrate ppb level sensing of NO2 using
electrospun hot-pressed TiO2 nanofibers. Gas sensors are spun upon alumina substrates and
tested for sensitivity using NO2, CO, CH4 and H2. Highest sensitivity was recorded at 3000C.
Supplementary information provides detailed information on device fabrication methods and
sensing response.
3. Yang, A. et al. Room temperature gas sensing properties of Sn0 2/multiwall-carbon-nanotube
composite nanofibers. Appl. Phys. Lett. 91, 133110-3(2007)
Researchers from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University have doped electrospun SnO2
nanofibers with multi-wall carbon nanotubes by directly adding the nanotubes into the sol
followed by electrospinning. The benefit of doping is that it allows for better charge transfer
between the gas molecule and the nanofibers resulting in sensitivity of 50 ppm of CO at room
temperature. This is very advantageous as most semiconducting chemiresistors need to be heated
to several hundred degrees above room temperature to obtain ppm level sensitivity.
4. Sahner, K. Electrodeposited and Sol-gel Precipitated p-type SrTil.xFexO 3.8
Semiconductors for Gas Sensing. Sensors 7, 1871-1886(2007)
This work from the University of Bayreuth and State University of New York discusses the
preparation STF oxygen sensors by screen printing a thick film using nanopowder,
electrospinning and electrospraying. Using a model that includes macroscopic gas transport
through pores and microscopic interaction between local gas concentration and local
conductivity, several sensitivity related parameters were extracted. Electrospun films were shown
to be less effective as compared to the nanostructured thick film sensor.
5. Yang, M. et al. Fabrication and photoelectric oxygen sensing characteristics of electrospun
Co doped ZnO nanofibres. Applied Physics A: Materials Science & Processing 89, 427-
430(2007)
Cobalt doped ZnO nanofibers were prepared at Jilin University by electrospinning zinc acetate
and cobalt acetate along with PVP in solution. The presence of Cobalt enhanced photocarrier
generation upon UV excitation in the ZnO nanofibers. Upon exposure to oxygen gas, the sensor
exhibited a 1 min response time, compared to 10 mins without cobalt doping. The oxygen
sensitivity limit is reported to be 0.322 Torr.
Appendix B. Summary of research in electrospun metal oxide
dye-sensitized solar cells
1. Song, M.Y. et al. Electrospun TiO2 electrodes for dye-sensitized solar cells. Nanotechnology
15, 1861-1865(2004)
This is the first report of electrospun TiO 2 nanofibers replacing nanoparticles in a dye-sensitized
solar cell. Researchers at the Korea Institute of Technology achieved a maximum efficiency of
5.02% with TiC14 treated nanofibers for improved interconnection between the nanofibers.
Nanofibrils within the TiO2 were observed however hot-pressing was not followed. A solvent
based technique was used to improve adhesion of the nanofiber layer to the FTO substrate.
PVDF-HFP based gel electrolyte hoping that the improved porosity would allow better
penetration of the gel and thus better stability.
2. Song, M.Y. et al. TiO2 single-crystalline nanorod electrode for quasi-solid-state dye-
sensitized solar cells. Appl. Phys. Lett. 87, 113113-3(2005)
Researchers from the Korea Institute of Science and Technology improve upon their previous
design by hot-pressing the electrospun TiO2 nanofibers to expose single crystal nanofibrils. This
cruicial step resulted in an efficiency of 6.2% with a gel electrolyte. The hot-pressed nanofibril
layer was about 12 gim in thickness with each nanofibril being about 50nm in length. A detailed
crystallographic study of individual TiO 2 nanofibrils has been presented.
3. Onozuka, K. et al. Electrospinning processed nanofibrous TiO2 membranes for photovoltaic
applications. Nanotechnology 17, 1026-1031(2006)
A collaborative work between Keio University and Bridgestone Corporation, electrospun TiO 2
nanofibers were used for the fabrication of dye-sensitized solar cells. Coating a 1 ipm dense TiO2
layer on the FTO before electrospinning is reported to improve electron collection efficiency as
well as nanofiber adhesion. A treatment with DMF follows to improve interconnection between
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